27 Jan. 2019 (...)

Thank you very much for your letters. I received one on 10.01.10 and one on 24.01.19. When the real pioneers like Robert Faurisson and Ernst Zündel were working like mad to expose the lies, people like myself were still total zombies. We knew that we were being lied to, but we could not see enough of the big picture or the agenda to be able to do anything. Now, in 2019, we have a totally new situation. Young people everywhere are understanding fast and faster, what has been done to us over time and space and where this will lead to if it continues unchallenged.

The outrage is now growing exponentially and this will have consequences. We find ourselves now in the situation where people who understand – and this number is exploding at exponential rates – these people do not accept those too stupid or too treasonous to understand, as fellow human beings. For me, someone who now in 2019 believes in the pathetic « Holy Cause » is a conditioned rat and I will not share the same space with a conditioned rat. Eventually these conditioned rats will meet the same fate as a sick dog that is a threat to the neighborhood.

Everybody in the prison I am in understands this, and so do the authorities. (...), I can tell you, the lie is finished. People laugh at the attempts to re-energize the lie through constant propaganda. This « taking us for fools » will not bode well for the parasites, a.k. Jews. My time in the gulag has been very worthwhile, I have sent out a number of letters explaining why, this should all be available soon all over the Internet. (by mid February if the letters get through). Every time we want to take this to the next level, they help us and do it for us. They did it again, and I have thanked them for this. In this case it has to do with Audi. You will hear more soon. [About grandchildren :) Tell them they can openly proclaim the lies are over. We feel nothing but contempt for zombies who parrot the party line and crawl on the ground when a zombie or Jew says the word « hollow-cost ». Holo caust – ha ha ha ha ha ... The great big hug that Robert gave me for Monika was passed on in the dungeon of the Inquisition. Too bad Robert could not hug Monika in person, but the hug did not get forgotten or lost. And Monika was very appreciative. She had tears in her eyes. Tears of utter joy. A hug from Robert from his 88th Birthday. A little late, but it arrived. [...]

No matter with whom I speak, every single person with an IQ over 50 understands the Jew problem. In the U.S. it is known as the JQ (Jewish Question), and young people know this. These young people feel revulsion for those in our generation who pretend, or truly don’t understand[...]. A quote I use a lot these days is one from Richard Nixon pertaining to the Watergate scandal which cost him the presidency:

It is not the crime that gets you ; It’s the coverup that kills you. And as I said in my last words at the Inquisition, all the energy and effort that (((they))) now put into keeping the lies going will generate the energy that will cost them their lives in the end. The pathetic so-called « judge » (Jew) called that « hate ». I would 6,000,000 times more rather be Alfred Schaefer in Stadelheim than one of these so-called judges wherever they may be, now in 2019. What makes and keeps me happy is seeing the awakening going as it is.

Victory is ours. Alfred